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ABOUT MASSI GROUP & JONATHAN MASSIANI  
"EVERYTHING IS ABOUT WHO YOU KNOW" 

 
Massi Group  
 
MASSI M&C Group. Was formed and constituted by Jonathan Massiani. "The Connector " MASSI is 360 business solutions that 
allow the development of our clients' projects. Our international alliances with various groups and personalities, such as private 
equity funds, banks, bankers, financial institutions, entrepreneurs and people with significant assets, have allowed us to offer 
customers access to platforms, contacts, relationships, resources and more that allow you to take your business or service to 
another level thus surpassing conventional consulting companies where the focus is the market standard. We go BEYOND. 
 
MASSI M&C Group It was formed and constituted by Jonathan Massiani joining and aligning businessmen, lobbyists, 
personalities from the financial world, institutions, funds, politicians, public figures, philanthropists and other individuals. As a 
result, we have a UNIQUE consulting BOUTIQUE with AWESOME scopes. Our NETWORKING MODEL program has quickly 
become one of the most reliable and solid alternatives for the development of local and international projects. Unlike the 
policy of other companies, which include exorbitant rates of due diligence and no accountability to produce results. 
 
Our mission is to become a leader in Networking accelerator and business consulting boutique by providing our clients with 
services that help them to be more successful. We will continue to improve and develop to become the leading professional 
consulting organization, providing our clients with first class quality services customized to meet their unique needs. Achieving 
our mission will require a sense of trust, support and interdependence, these three elements are vital to our business. 
 
Our customers are the main reason for our existence, and we intend to keep them fully satisfied by operating in a way that 
promotes their business interests. By constantly listening to and providing continuous feedback to our clients, we identify their 
needs and translate them effectively into specific services for the client that in turn become economic returns in the short and 
medium term. You are our top priority and our work will fully support the business objectives of our customers. 
 
The cornerstone of our organization is the dedication and integrity demonstrated by the people we work with. We value our 
human resources as the main driving force of the business and provide them with the best available resources to foster 
professional and personal growth. 
 
"WE CONNECT AND EXECUTE" THAT MEANS WITH US THE POSSIBILITY TO CLOSE YOUR BUSINESS DEAL IS REAL AND 
FAST.       
 
 
Jonathan Massiani " THE CONNECTOR" 
 
I have dedicated more than 30 years developing a high net worth individual direct and indirect in more than 15 countries. We 
connect you with Entrepreneurs, companies and decision makers. Our CEO JONATHAN MASSIANI "THE CONNECTOR" 
became an important part of a community of influential people, businessmen, brands and pioneers in various industries. 
 
Credibility and speed of execution characterize us. Our extensive business relationships allow us to give you the real 
opportunity to crystallize your business and expand them substantially. Having the right person or the institution you need can 
be an arduous and frustrating road, with us the road is much faster and more pleasant. 
 
We have the connections you need for business success, direct high-level relationships in more than 15 countries that could 
be the piece you need to successfully close your deal. We take you by the hand in the entire process of business connections 
and business networking opportunities. 
 
 



 
 
 
LinkedIn; https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathanmassiani/ 
 
LinkeTree: https://linktr.ee/massinetwork 
 
JONATHAN MASSIANI / " THE CONNECTOR"  
 https://elvenezolanonews.com/2020/06/19/jonathan-massiani-the-connector-ofrece-servicios-de-markentig-para-empresas/ 
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